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becomes mucch poorer than the normal shock value. Some systematic
work exists for rarajet diffusers; with mcst of the attention being
paid to external compression configurations. Boundary layer effect
including methods for its control, have been studied to some extent
For supersonic ejectors, comprehensive studies have been made, and
useful empirical design methods are available. We find that non-
equilibrium flows in diffusers or e±jectors have not been studied.
Since the flows in the test section of hypersonic wind tunnels,
and in the cavity of gasdynamic laser systems, are known to be
significantly out of equilibrium, knowledge of nonequilibrium
effects in diffusers is particularly important in these situations.
Therefore, a systematic study on nonequilibrium flows in supersonic
diffusers should be made. Finally, a bibliography with over ninety
entries and a summary of the principal features of idealized flow
in diffusers are included in the appendices.
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ABSTRACT

This report covers a literature survey on the status

of present knowledge on supersonic diffusers. Three types

of diffuzers are examined: wind tunnel diffusers, ramjet

inlets, and supersonic ejectors. No systematic study on

winl tunnel diffusers has been found. The results obtained

in specific studies, made in conjunction with the design

and installation of a number of wind tunnels, show that

100% of normal shock recovery is obtained for M<10. At

higher test section Mach numbers, the pressure recovery

becomes much poorer than the normal shock value. Some

systematic work exists for ramjet diffusers, with most of

the attention beiag paid to external compression configu-

rations. Boundary layer effects, including methods for its

control, have been studied to some extent. For supersonic

ejectors, comprehensive studies have been made, and useful
_•. r-le find 4 non-

equilibrium flows in diffusers or ejectors have not been

studied. Since the flows in the test section of hypersonic

wind tunnels, and in the cavity of gasdynamic laser systems,

are known to be significantly out of equilibrium, knowledge

of nonequilibrium effects in diffusers is particularly im-

portant in these situations. Therefore, a systematic study

on nonequilibrium flows in supersonic diffusers should be

made. Finally, a bibliography with over ninety entries and

a summary of the principal features of idealized flow in

diffusers are included in the appendices.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The importance of supersonic diffusers to a wide

Svariety of flow processes In research, development, flight

and applied science is well known. Efficient pressure

recovery .s a dominant-. cbnsideration in establishing the

design and power requirements of wind tunnels. Rotating

flow machinery may encounter supersonic flow fields with
the requirement of providing efficient supersonic diffus-

ers. Flying articles with supersoniic inlets require high

and well controlled pressure recovery for stable operation

. and reliable performance. The duration and strength of

the high intensity outpuL Aoza jcs dynam~c lasers are

critically sensitive to predictable and Uigh pressure

recovery associated with high mass flow rate.

Because of this importance and because it has seemed
-.1.. -4 t rnA..s.4 . .

6
4n.r .. t.'nr.nr A ., , ;

j • undertaken a survey of the current literature oi- tna

7 • status of present knowledge on supersonic diffusers. To
this end, we have sought to obtain some relatively unavail-

able industrial, governmental, and private laboratory
reports as well as papers published in the usual archival

journals. To assist this undertaking a formal library-

computer search has been made of appropriate titles. In
addition, direct contacts, correspondence, and other pri--

vate conmmunications between ourselves and other workers
in the field have been included in our efforts as we

attempt to achieve completeness. Altogether, over 160

reports and abstracts were studied, of these about ninety

were considered relevant to the subject being reviewed and

listed in the Bibliography.

This report summarizes our results to date. We have

performed no new experimental or theoretical work; we canI
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only evaluate and analyse the work of others at this time.

However, our efforts in this regard are felt to be a nec-

essary and timely prerequisite to much needed systematic

improvement in the state-of-the-art.

II. R-VIEW OF RESEARCH ON DIFFUSERS

A. Wind Tunnels

Diffusers for supersonic and hypersonic wind tunnels

have been studied at a number of wind tunnel installations.*

These studies were usually made in order to determine the

overall pressure ratio required for the operation of a

particular wind tnnnel configuration. This information

is, in turn, used to estimate the power requirements for
the wind tunnel. Thus, virtually all the wind tunnel

diffuser studies known to us are design-oriented and they

are optiwinded tor a single racinity. Most ot the diffusers
were of standard configuration, with a converging entrance,

a constant area throat section, and a diverging exhaust

section. The converging and diverging sections were simply

frustrums of a cone, pyramid, or a wedge. The lengths of

each section, the throat area and the entrance angle were

varied and an optimum combination of these, giving the most

favorable operating uondition, were noted. The studies
tend to he very spebific; usually only the diffuser entrance
"and exit pressures have been measured. The Reynolds number

and Mach number effects in these flows were not systemati-

cally investigated.

* In Appendix I, we summarize the principal features of
idealized wind tunnel diffuser flow.
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In 1953, Lukasiewicz made an extensive study of the
test results of a number of supersonic wind tunnel diffus-
ers then in existence. They included the 18 cm x 18 cm

(7.1" x 7.1") tunnel (Diggins 1951)* and the 12 cm x
12 cm (4.7" x 4.7") tunnel (Wegener and Lobb 1953) of the
Naval Ordnance Laboratory, the 2" x 2.5" tunnel of Cal
Tech (Heppe 1947), the 11" hypersonic tunnel at NASA -
Langley (Bertramn1950), and the 1.3" x 1.3" tunnel of MIT
(Neumann & Lustwerk 1951). From these data, Lukasiewicz

concluded that for test section Mach numbers of I < M < 10,
the rtatir pressures achievable at the exit of fixed-geo-
metry diffusers where M- O were close to those computed
from normal shock recovery theory. With variable-geometry
diffusers, a maximum pressure recovery of almost twice the
normal shock recovery could be attained. The test-section
Reynolds numbers based on nozzle exit height ranged from

5 62 x 10 to 3 x 10 in these wind tunnels. AU of the test
sections had closed-jets.

A number of studies have been made on wind tunnel
diffusers since the time of Lukasiewicz' summary. The
Mach number range has been extended to twenty-six, and low
Reynolds number data have become availabl,2. In addition,

some results have been obtained for the monatomic gases
argon and helium. The optimum diffuser pressure recoveries,
defined as the ratio of nozzle supply pressure to diffuser

exit pressure, Pto/Pt2, realized in these wind tunnels are
compared to the theoretical normal shock recovery in Figs.l
and 2, for y = 1.4 and 5/3 respectively. Unless otherwise

Complete reference to papers cited may be found in
Appendix II, the Bibliography. This includes all rele-
vant diffuser literature known to us, even though not
cited in the text.

0_-
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stated, the results were obtained in "clean" wind tunnels

(i.e., without models). The results compiled by Lukasiewicz
(1953) are also plotted in Fig.l. it is clear from Figure

* I that the conclusion reached by Lukasiewicz on pressure

recovery holds for M < 10. At higher Mach numbers, the

recovery is significantly poorer than the normal shock re-

covery. However, since the Reynolds nurmbers in these high

Mach number tunnels are lower than those for M < 10, it is
not clear that this deterioration in pressure recovery is

due exclusively to higher Mach numbers.

The results reported by Hastings (1954), (1955), by
RMidden and Cooke (1964), and by Austin (1966) all fall in

the Mach number range of 1 < M < 10. The test section
Reynolds numbers in these wind tunnels ranged from 2 x 105

6
(Austin 1966) to 8 x 10 (Hastings 1955), i.e. they varied

by a factor of forty. These conditions are roughly the

same as those of Wegener and Lobb (1953), Heppe (1947) and
SNeumarnn and Lustwerk (1949, 1951). It is not surprislng

that the results of these new studies agree with the normal

• 1 shock recovery theory which was found in the older studies.
The diffusers used by Hastings (1954,55) are of the two-

dimensional, adjustable wall type, similar to that descrtLbed

by Wegener and Lobb (15$,. Hastings (1954) has ---c. 7urover

studied the effects-of suction applied to the wind tunnel

test chamber, to remove about 10% of the test gas before

entering the diffuser. The limits of pressure recovery

achieved with and without suction are indicated by the length

of the bar in Fig.l. The application of suction improved the

diffuser pressure recovery by as much as a factor of two at

M = 5. It should be remembered that this improvement in

recovery is obtained at the expense of additional pumping
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power. Thus, the usual economic benefits associated with

improved pressure recovery, are compromised in this case.

In addition to pressures at the nozzle and diffuser exits,

Hastings (1954) also made continuous static pressure surveys

along the diffuser sidewall and took some schlieren photo-

graphs. These provide useful information for an under-

standing of the flow and shock patterns in diffuser flows.

He found that the larger amount of static pressure rise was

accomplished in the supersonic part of the diffuser. Not

shown on Fig.1 is another study by Hastings and Roberts

(1957) using the same 18 cm x 18 cm wind tunnel where they
found that nearly 100% of normal shock recovery was obtained

at M = 2.86 and 4.92 with atmospheric supply conditions. The

wind tunnels used by Austin (1966) and Midden and Cocke (1964)

are both axisyrmetric open-jet s-:tems with fixed geometry
A. f....cr. M .d.. c C-Ckc 4 -. - - A t1o -0 uI- -- - --

sectional area (11" diameter) by models may be tolerated in

their wind tunnel.

Clark (1965), using the Langley 12" hypersonic "ceramic

heated tunnel", measured the pressure recovered in the fixed

geometry, axisylmnetric diffuser. The Mach number in the free
jet test section is about 13.6, and the Reynolds number based

on the nozzle exit diameter ranged from 2 x 104 to 1.8 x 105

depending on the nozzle supply pressure. This nine-fold

variation in Reynolds number is the widest range covered in

a single study. Effects of diffuser blocking (not shown in

Fig.l) were also studied with various models by Clark. Dif-

fuser performance at much lower Reynolds numbers (Re-10 )

was investigated by Boylan (1964). Here, diffusers of the

same bas.c design, a constant area duct with cones fitted

at both ends, were used. The lengths and cross-sectional
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areas of the constant area and conical sections were system-
matically varied. Boylan's (1964) setup permits the free

jet length to be varied from zero (i.e., closed jet config-
J uration) to fourteen nozzle exit diameters. He found that

optimum results were obtained with a free jet length of
roughly six nozzle exit diameters. Argon was also used by
Boylan as the test gas, and results for argon are plotted
in Fig. 2.

A model blockage study of a 4" diameter Mach 10 to 14
free jet wind tunnel was made at Ohio State University by

Scaggs and Petrie (1961). Diffuser performance with models
(1/8" D-5/8"D) installed in the test section was investi-
gated. At Mach numbers of 10 and 14.3, pressure recoveries

of 44% to 60% of the normal shock value were obtained,
depending on the size of the model. The diffuser efficien-
cies reported by Thomas, Lee and Von Eschen (1957, 1959) of
the Ohio State University 8" hypersonic tunnel and by Scaggs,
Burggraf, and Gregorek (1963) of the ARL-30" tunnels are
roughly 100% of the normal shock recovery, as quoted by
Clark (1965). The highest Mach numbers studied were in the
range 22,< M < 26 at Princeton University (Vas and
Koppenwallner 1964, Vas and Allegre 1966). The Reynolds

4
numbers in both tunnels are abrct 3 x 10 .The static
pressure recovery (from 5% of normal shock value at M = 17.7
to 46% at M = 25.7) was rather poor compared with other wind

tunnels. The hypersonic nitrogen tunnel at the Aerodynamic
Research Facility at Gdttingen described by Koppenwallner
(1966) is of practically the same design as-the Princeton
tunnel (Vas and Koppenwallner 1964). With a nozzle exit

diameter of 25 cm, the Reynolds number in the test section
is 3 x 10 < ReD < 4.7 x 104. The pressure recovery

- r. ,!..
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achieved in the diffuser in this tunnel is better than that
obtained by Vas and Koppenwallner. Still, only about 50%

of the normal shock recovery was attained in the G8ttingen
tunnel.

It is not clear at this time why the pressure recovery
is so much poorer than the normal shock recovery for these
hypersonic wind tunnels. Both viscous and nonequilibrium

effects may be responsible for this deterioration in dif-
fuser efficiency. Not onlr is the Reynolds number in these
tunnels much lower than the tunnels at moderate Mach numbers,
but also the high Mach number flow in the test section is

known to be significantly out of equilibrium.

B. Ramjets

The ramjet diffuser serves to decelerate air entrained

static pressure requirements for internal combustion. Faro
and Keirsey (1967) have reviewed ramjet diffuser performance
parameters as a part of a series of reports in ramjet tech-
nology. We shall use and follow their treatment of ramjet
diffusers and summarize the principal results contained in
their paper. Although Faro and Keirsey (1967) restricted
their attention to axisymmetric configurations, the prin-
cipal design considerations regarding exttrnal-compression

limitations, compression surface design and inlet design
are fundamental to all types. For both internal and exter-
nal diffusion, the three basic characteristics determining
the diffusing effectiveness were held to be total pressure
recovery (the ratio of tctal pressure in the free stream to
total pressure at the diffuser's exit, as previously defined),
the capture-area (or mass flow) ratio, and the total drag
of the diffuser.
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The idealized ramjet with internal compression is dis-

cussed in Appendix I. The fixed throat, single-shock dif-

fuser has as advantages its low external drag and simpli-

city of construction. However, the area contraction ratio
required during starting imposes low pressure recovery and

-the overall performance deteriorates rapidly at off-design

IMach numbers once the shock is swallowed. Further, the
length of the convergent section required for the most

satisfactory results (typically, a throat length four
times the throat diameter) gives rise to thick throat
boundary layers. Thus, this configuration, which has had

a more successful application to wind tunnels than to

ramjets, is usualiy limited to flight Mach numbers le's
than about 1.6. On the other hand, variable geometry

devices alleviate many of the adverse effects associated

-.". _z --•ation at. a cost 0:
increased mechanical complexity. Flexible plates in two-
dimensional devices. including ones with boundary layer

bleed, and translating centerbodies in axisymmetric dif-

fusers give consistent improvement in pressure recovery

over the fixed inlets as shown in Figure 3.

By externally compressing the flow through oblique
shocks, greater flexibility can be achieved in the ramjet's

operation. As discussed in Appendix I, the recovered

stagnation pressure increases, neglecting boundary layer

effects, as the number of oblique shocks increases; the
limit, of course, is achieved when the compression is

accomplished through an infinite number of very weak waves,
a procedure possible in principle with an isentropic shock-

free surface. The primary design variables for oblique-

shock diffusers are found to be:
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1. The shape of the external compressing surface

2. The position of the cowl lip with respect to the

innerbody tip

3. The position and shape of the "shoulder* of the

innerbody with respect to the cowl lip

4. The geometry of the cowl lip

5. The geometxy of the diffuser-centerbody configu-
ration downstream qf the inlet.

These parameters are adjusted so as to control boundary-
layer development and to give stable, unseparated flow i.n
the duct as well as minimum external drag. Although

practical considerations (such as inlet length, viscous
effects, the limit of external compression dictated by a

consistent shock solution at the point of coalescence,

and ;.IVb ii -ag precluae the occurrence of
a completely isentropic compression, several practical

* inlets have nonetheless been developed based on the prin-

ciple of isentropic compression. Figure 4 shows maximum
theoretical pressure recovery for the basic diffuser types;

in each case it is first assumed that there is only a

simple normal shock at the lip (external compression' and
secondly that the maximum internal contraction allowed by
the entering Mach number is followed by a simple normal
shock wave at the associated throat.

Boundary layer problems, even in the absence of flow
i. separation, can profoundly affect air capture pressure

recovery and inlet drag. Beneficial result:T have been ob-
tained, insofar as boundary layers on the compression sur-
face are concerned, through the use of surface roughness or

trip rings to assure transition to turbulence and through
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suction. Bleeding off the boundary layer immediately down-

stream of the sharp turn has been found effective in reduc-
ing problems associated with boundary layers at the throat.

In addition, pressure recovery losses associated with bound-

- ary layer-shock wave interactions in the throat have been

alleviated by elongating the throat and by using "vortex

traps"; in both cases, improved pressure recovery is

achieved at the expense of other previously well-controlled
parameters. Diffuser "buzz" is another profoundly important
effect. In this case, a shock wave oscillating at the dif-

fuser's entrance produces fluctuating internal pressures
which cause, under extreme cases, a cycle of flame-out and

re-ignition and &- the very least a heavy penalty in gross

thrust in the ramjet's performance. Since the buzz theories

and the one-dimensional flow analysis are not sufficiently
developed to predict the performance and stability limits

accurately, results from wind tunnel and free jet tests are

used in matching the inlet and combustor characteristics in
attempts to ensure stable and efficient behavior.

C. Ejectors

Ejector-diffuser configurations are important to studies
4 on rocket and jet engine design. Figure 5 shows flow patterns

in a typical superqonic ejector after it has been properly
started. Here, as in the other diffusers just reported,

- optimum stable operating condition is represented by a shock

wave in the diverging section of the diffuser. Many addi-

tional complications arise in the case of ejector-diffusers,

not the least of which is the extent to which the variations

in exit pressure over a relatively short range of values can
drastically alter the nature of the flow in the test section

as well as the flow in the air settling chamber so critical



to effective aerodynamic simulation. In addition, the
ejector performance characteristics are very sensitive to
friction influences explicitly and implicitly in their

sensitivity to diffuser length and to stagnation tempera-

tures.

Ginoux (1972) has edited a comprehensi-'e summary of

the status of research and development on supersonic
ejectors. This summary includes articles by Uebelhack,
Taylor, Addy, and Peters with nearly 250 references to
both American and European-literature on the subjects
reported. Topics treated are (1) a one-dimensional in-

viscid analysis of supersonic ejectors, (2) an analysis
and design method for ejector systems with second throat

j diffusers, (3) the analysis of supersonic ejector systems,

(4) ejector design for a variety of applications, and (5)
a- analysis of ducted mixing and burning of coaxial streams.

t Taylor's article (in Ginoux 1972) paid particular

attention to the various empirical ejector design methods

developed from experimental results which are used for
practical applications; comparisons with one-dimensional
theory ate made where possible. Ejector-diffuser inlet
geometry effects were found to be significant; the use of
truncated conical inlets in the cylindrical diffusers pro-
duced as much as a 600-percent improvement in diffuser
performance. Although the compression shock system in a
long duct is a series of lambda shocks resulting from an
interaction between the boundary shock and the boundary
layer on the duct wall, the one-dimensional normal shock
relationship used with the duct inlet Mach number will pre-
dict the pressure rise across the shock system within approxi-

mately 6 percent. Second throat c..traction ratio and length
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of minimum area had the greatest influence on the starting
ant operating pressure ratios. The significant parameter
involving nozzle total pressure level was found to be the
unit Reynolds number at the nozzle exit times the nozzle
throat diameter; for values of this parameter of less than
one million, s.'•;ificant variations in the minimum cell
pressure ratio occurred. In addition, Taylor studied the
effects of different driving fluids on ejector-diffuser
performance. Five different gases were used. The known
variations in specific heat with temperature were included
in a one-dimensional isentropic calculation of pressure
recovery. However, observed values of pressure recovery
were anomalously below the theoretical prepdictions. These

results have emphasized the importance of real gas phenomena.

D. Conclusion

Many studies have been made for diffusers in conjunc-
tion with the design and installation of new supersonic
and hypersonic wind tunnels since the time of Lukasiewicz's
review in 1953. However, no systemmatic study has been

found. The available results indicate that about 100% of
the normal shock pressure recovery is obtained in almost all
of the wind tunnels with Mach numbers less than ten. The
pressure recovery deteriorates as the Mach number increases-
to only 20% of the normal recovery for Mach number about 24.
This result is not explained at this time.

There is some systemmatic work done for ramjet diffusers.
Depite their successful application in wind tunnels, variable
area or translating centerbody diffusers have been found im-
practical for ramjets. Most ramjet diffuser studies focussed

on the configuration of external compression inlets, in
which pressure recovery is obtained through a series of weak

. .. .. .. ..
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I oblique shocks rather than a single normal shock with

accompanying higher entropy increase. Boundary layer

effects have been studied to some extent. Methods of

controlling boundary layer growth and separation have

been tested. Diffuser "buzz" remains to be a phenomenon

insufficiently studied.

Comprehensive studies have been made for supersonic

ejectors. Many useful experimental results and theo-

retical formulations are available in the literature.

In particular, empirical design methods applicable to

a wide variety of uses exist, and they have already

I{ achieved much success. Nonetheless, for problems re-

quiring careful concern for real gas phenomena, much is

yet to be done before satisfactory solutions can be ob-

tained.

III. FUTURE WORK

From these results, there are at least three areas
where more systematic research on diffuser flows is

needed:
1. Reynolds number effects should be studied as

follows: (a) Re<10 5 for M<10 and (b) Re>105 for

H>10. This should include theoretical studies

on viscous affects and diffuser stability for the

wide range of diffuser configurations as well as
experimental effects.

2. Nonequilibrium phenomena in diffuser flows should

be studied. This should include real gas effects
revealed in variations in specific heats and in

condensation as well as in the usual effects due

to chemically relaxing processes, (such as disocia-
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tion and vibrational excitation).

3. New geometries and flow deceleratLig mechanisms

should be studied. Grid nozzles and boundary
layer suction and blowing are two examples of
devices and techniques worthy of further examina-

tion. Grid diffuser should be tried.

In addition, a more comprehensive range of studies on
the usual configuration would be useful. The emphases

would be on thos: investigations which can be conducted so
as to maximize the prospects for generalizations. This

could include, for example, studies of the systematics of1 pressure recovery in straight channels so as to extend the
results of Baker (1965) and studies on recovery in gases

21 other than air and N2

12"
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APPENDIX I

X.LEMENTS OF DIFFUSER FLOW

The purpose of a supersonic diffuser is to (a) reduce the
flow of a supersonic stream to subsonic (0 < M< 1) speeds while
(b) retaining the highest possible total or stagnation pressure.

S In principle, this can always be accomplished with 100% efficiency
through an isentropic compression. In this ideal situation we
note that the kinetic energy of the flow is converted to pressure
free of losses. In fact, numerous effects arising from the
details in starting procedures, geometric design, shock waves,

¶ viscous effects, etc. conspire to provide loss mechanisms, with
associated entropy increase, and a corresponding total pressure
loss. Theoretical work and experiments on diffuser configurations
are aimed at minimizing these losses. However, owing to the
complications, no simple theory is available. In this appendix,
we briefly discuss three examples of simple diffuser flow: wind
tunnel x±ow, supersonic iniet t1ow, and ramjet flow. We limit

I ourselves to a review, with some illustrations, of the simplest
elements in each case.

Let us characterize the pressure recovery as the ratio of
total pressure after the diffuser, to total pressure before-• Pt2'
the diffuser, pto, For isentropic compressior

Pi) Pt2/PtO = Pt1/Pt0

by definition. For normal shocks and with ideal gas flow

2 2 l/(Y-l) 2 + 2 y/(y-l)
(i)Pt 2 /Pt 0 =fl + -Y+ 1  (M1 -1)) 1 (-) 1 2

where M1 is the Mach number immediately upstream from the shock
wave. In this latter case, at M1 = 1, Pt2/PtO = 1 and Pt2/PtO
decreases with increasing M1 beyond M1 = 1. Equations (i) and
(ii) represent the two limiting cases for an idealized diffuser.
Further, deviations from idealized conditions as a result of
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viscous effects, etc. will reduce the actual pressure recovery

available below the values given in equation (ii) for the nor-

mal shock rerovery.
In a given flow environment, the overall goal is that of

minimizing the "strength" of the single normal shock wave since

the major component of total pressure loss is derived from the

increase in entropy across this discontinuity. The ultimate pre-

sence of some shock wave phenomena is dictated by the inherently

j nonisentropic nature of supersonic flow starting processes in

ducts and inlets. Thus, for an initially supersonic stream at

MI0, if the flow upstream of the shock wave can be decelerated
loss free to a new lower Mach number, Ms <M., then as the value

of Ms approaches 1, the pressure recovery approaches 100%.

Converging ducts decelerate supersonic flow; hence, the converging-

diverging duct with appropriately chosen throat area should im-

prove on the recovery in equation (ii). Boundary layer evolution

is known to eventually decelerate shock waves in shock tube flow;

hence long constant area test section-diffuser configurations

inevitably weaken the shock waves when they are formed far down-

stream of the supersonic nozzle. Further, deceleration across a

single normal shock wave always involves a greater entropy increaseI j than the same overall deceleration across more than one oblique

shock wave. Thus, spikes generating oblique shock waves are

expected to improve the recovery when they are introduced into

the diffuser inlet.

With this background, the onset of supersonic flow in a simple

diffuser duct, a case of internal compression, may now be considered.

Our discussion will follow that given in Chapman and Walker (1971).

If a wind tunnel with the two-nozzle-configuration shown in Figure

1-1 is started from rest, the nozzle (1) (or the nozzle N) throat

area ANt must be less than the nozzle (2) (or the diffuser D)

throat area At in order to avoid choking the test section. That

is, when ANt = ADt and as M = 1 is achieved throughout, further

reduction of the compressor suction pressure will not produce any

changes upstream from the diffuser throat. When ANt < ADt and
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when M = 1 is obtained at the nozzle's throat, continued reduction

ir the downstream pressure establishes supersonic flow in the

divergent portion of the nozzle. As the normal shock appears,

taking successive positions downstream in the nozzle, a loss in

the stagnation pressure occurs. The diffuser throat area must be
large enough to accommodate the stagnation pressure loss of the

.strongest possible shock wave, namely, one occurring at the test

section Mach number MT. The proper area ratio in this case is

also given by equation (ii) since here At/At = (Pt2/Pto)-I.
When this minimum area is satisfied, a starting pressure ratio

given by equation (ii) (where Mi = MT) allows the shock wave to

travel from the nozzle into the test section. Since friction
* effects cause all positions in the test sect ion to be unstable,

the shock wave conti..•as through the test section t- a point in
the diverging section of the diffuser with an area equal to that

* of the test section. Once the starting shock is swallowed, the
compressor suction pressure can be increased, causing the shock

wave to move back upstream to positions of lower Mach numbers

and hence less stagnation pressure loss. When the shock wave
returns to the diffuser throat, the condition of minimum stag-

nation loss is achieved. This recovery is given by equation

(ii) where M1 is given by MDt, the Mach number of the flow at

the diffuser throat.

For example, for MT = 3.0, pT = 10 psia, TT = 483.6°R,

A N= 0.236 ft 2 , AT = 1.0 ft 2 , one finds:

Pt21Pt0 1 = 0.3283 = ANt/ADtiI =- 3.0

for the "swallowing" condition. Therefore

ADt - 0.720 ft 2

and we note

r PS Pt0/Pt2 = 1/0.3283 = 3.05
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as the starting pressure ratio for the wind tunnel with a start-
ing compressor inlet or suction pressure of 3.28 psia. Isentroptc

expansion from At' where M . 1, to A•t gives

S= 2.-655

and

S0*440
to = 2.655

i.e., a final compressor inlet pressure of 4.40 psia for maximmi

pressure recovery.
The starting properties of a fixed geometry supersonic inlet

diffuser (our next case) are illustrated in Figure 1-2. This is
j also a case of internal compression. The fact that inlets are

started from rest usually dictates the details of the shock wave
phenomena in the starting processes. There are two possible
sequences. In this discussion, let us use M d as the design
Mach number and Ac/At as the diffuser area ratio. If the diffuser
is sized so that a shock wave stands at the entrance when M. = M
then for 1 < M < Md a curved, detached shock stands in front of
the diffuser. As MK increases to Mm = Md, the shock wave
reaches the diffuser's lips, is swallowed and assumes a position

S in the diverging part of the diffuser where A = AC (assuming the
appropriate back pressure). With a subsequent increase in the
diffuser back pressure, maximum pressure recovery is achieved
when the shock wave can be returned to the throat. If, on the
other hand, the diffuser for M-d is sized so that isentropic
compression to sonic speed is possible in principle between the
lip and the throat, then the flow in the supersonic freestream
must first be accelerated until the subsonic flow downstream from
the external shock wave in the diffuser lips is appropriate for
sonic flow at the throat. This will be true at Mm = Mmb> M.d.
Then the shock wave can be swallowed, the flow decelerated to



o e-d and the shock wave at the throat vanishes giving 100%
• pressure recovery. Both of these sequences for the supersonic
S~inlet are shown in Figure 1-2.

Let us now design a supersonic inlet for '%d - 3.0 and
examine two alternative two-dimensional configurations. First,
assume that the flow deceleration takes place at the inlet

through one normal shock wave. For M1 - 3.0, equation (ii) gives

Ptu/Pt. = 0.328.

Next assume a diffuser with a wedge shaped spike containing two
0successive 8 turning angles. In this case, the deceleration

occurs through two weak oblique shock waves followed by a normal
shock wave. For M - 3.0, = 2.56 and Mw2 - 2.20 with wavej angles 8wl = 25.8 and 0w2 = 29.50. Using these wave angles,

M.,n = 1.305 and Mwl,n = 1.26 gives

pwl/pft - 1.82; Pw2/Pwl - :.686.

From these:

Ptwl Ptwl Pwl P. 9
•. =~- x -.--.- _...= O 3

Pt" Pwl P. Pt.

Ptw2 = Ptw2 Pw2 P Pwl = 0.960
SPti Pw2 P,,1 P,_ i

For Mwz = 2.20, p•/Ptw2 = 0.628 and

PtD PtJD Ptw2 Ptwl
-x x 0.560

Ptc Ptw2 Ptwl P"
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Thus, the overall pressure recovery is greater and the advantage
of diffusing through several oblique shock waves is seen. This
is an example of external compression. Theoretically, if the

flow is allowed to pass through a large number of oblique shock
waves, each turning the flow through a very small angle, the
inlet flow conditions should approach those of an isentropic
compression. This discussion leads us to our final case, the
external *spike" diffuser, or ramjet diffuser, shown in Figure
1-3.

There are three different modes of operation for the spike
diffuser. Critical operation occurs with the diffuser operating
at design speed and the downstream engine conditions appropri-
ately chosen. If, for some reason such as changing turbine
speed, fuel flow rate, etc., the flow resistance downstream of

the inlet increases, the ncrmal shock wave moves ahead of the

inlet. . flc-. i_ readuccd by spill-• vr, and ••h.

pressure recovery is unfavorable. If, on the other hand, the
downstream resistance decreases, the normal shock reaches an
equilibrium position inside the diffuser. The mass flow rate
is not affected; however, the pressure recovery is again re-
duced since the normal shock wave occurs at a higher Mach
number in the diverging channel. In actual operation, the
supercritical mode is preferred since it offers the greatest
Mach number flexibility without loss of mass flow to the engine.
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Figure 1-1. The sequence of flow states in the process of starting a
supersonic wind tunnel. From Chapman and Walker (1971).
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